15.6" PANEL MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

MONITORS ONLY / FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

SEVERAL IO AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
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15.6" PANEL MOUNT STAINLESS STEEL BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REVISION HISTORY

REV  DATE  INITIALS  DESCRIPTION
0  3/25/19  TAK  RELEASED

REFERENCES ONLY
15.6" CONSOLE MOUNT CUTOUT PATTERN (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

SUGGESTED CUTOUT FOR 15.6"

REFERENCE ONLY
15.6" VESA/WALL MOUNT (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
15.6" RACK MOUNT (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL
(ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL
(OPTIONAL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER
CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
15.6" CONSOLE MOUNT ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

NOTES:

FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

REFERENCE ONLY
15.6" CONSOLE MOUNT STAINLESS STEEL BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

SEVERAL I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

NOTES:

REFERENCES ONLY
15.6" CONSOLE MOUNT EXTREME ALUMINUM BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)

FRONT USB PORT (OPTIONAL)

MONITORS ONLY: FRONT OSD CONTROL (ALSO OPTIONAL ON REAR PANEL)

FRONT DIMMER CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

SOME I/O AND POWER CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE

NOTE:

REFERENCE ONLY
15.6" CONSOLE MOUNT EXTREME STAINLESS STEEL BEZEL (MONITOR OR PANEL COMPUTER)